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article submission and article validation buggy: exhausts 40M RAM + twice and three times posted

Status
   ☑ Closed

Subject
   article submission and article validation buggy: exhausts 40M RAM + twice and three times posted

Version
   2.x

Category
   • Error
   • Less than 30-minutes fix

Feature
   Article

Resolution status
   Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
   Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
   Xavier de Pedro

Rating
   ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ①

Description
   On tw.o, right now (at Friday 08 Jun, 2007 09:12 CET; 18:12 in Barcelona):

   I got blank screen after submitting a new article submission on tw.o (user xavi, as plain registered user, using Firefox 2.0.0.4 under Window$), and some minutes later, from the same computer but using a different browser and user, I got blank screen after validating that article submission (user xavidp, SeaMonkey 1.1.2 under Window$)... However both actions succeeded... (beyond the blank screen), even if they were posted more than once.

   The article was submitted twice (as submission from user xavi), and, it's been posted three times when validated!

   That's the article: http://tikiwiki.org/article150 (user xavidp cleaned the duplication in article submissions; sylvieg cleaned the 2 duplication in tw.o articles)

   Can anybody confirm this is not any issue with my mouse or so?

Solution
   fixed, it seems

Importance
   7

Easy to solve?
   8

Priority
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
1120

Created
Friday 08 June, 2007 16:12:41 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Wednesday 31 March, 2010 08:14:39 GMT-0000

Comments

Kimberly Fink 15 Jan 10 17:11 GMT-0000
Retested on tw.o. and determined the following:

(in I.E.) Article Submission gives a Blank Screen

(in FF) Article Submission gives "Fatal error: Allowed memory size of 41943040 byt gives the following error: Fatal error: Allowed memory size of 41943040 bytes exhausted (tried to allocate 1167384 bytes) in /var/www/tikiwiki.org/setupSmarty.php on line 164"

Does not reproduce anywhere else.

Philippe Cloutier 17 Jan 10 20:17 GMT-0000
I got similar results, the same in Firefox. IE 8 showed an HTTP 500 error, caused by the same memory issue. I couldn't reproduce with a 40M memory limit on localhost. We'd need to try increasing the memory limit on tw.o.
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